KNOWLTON HALL
Take the elevator to the fourth floor and follow the ramps down to the ground level for a tour of Knowlton Hall. The building was designed by Mack Scogin Merrill Elam Architects of Atlanta with local architect Wandel & Schnell (now WSA Studio), the landscape architect was Michael Van Valkenburgh and Associates, New York and Cambridge, and the structural engineer was Lantz Jones & Nebraska, Inc. (now SMBH, Inc.)

ROOFTOP GARDEN
Exit the east elevator on the fourth floor and turn right. The rooftop garden is filled with sumac that are native to the Northeastern United States, and often are found growing wild throughout Ohio.

RUSCILLI TERRACE
The Ruscilli Terrace provides the perfect opportunity for a photo with The Shoe—commencement location and OSU icon. Located at the west end of the second floor, the terrace is named for Jack Ruscilli of Ruscilli Construction Co., Inc.

BANVARD GALLERY
The Banvard Gallery has featured work ranging from internationally known architects, landscape architects and planners, to community service groups and student projects. Located on the east end of the ground level, the Banvard Gallery was given by Navy Banvard—an alumnus of the class of ’82, and a long-time supporter of the Knowlton School.

SOUTH GARDEN CUTOUT
The South Garden Cutout is brimming with foliage and includes stacked marble slabs extracted from the same quarry as the tiles covering the building exterior. Located on the south-facing side of the building, the glass walls expose a cross section of Knowlton Hall.

KNOWLTON COLUMNS
A gift from Austin E. “Dutch” Knowlton, an alumnus of the class of ’31 and namesake of the school and Knowlton Hall, the columns outside the west end of the building represent the five classical orders of architecture—Tuscan, Doric, Ionic, Corinthian and Composite.

SHARE YOUR DAY
Show your Knowlton Spirit and connect with fellow grads by using #KNOWLTON2016 on Twitter, Facebook and Instagram throughout the day.

BLOCK O PINS
Graduating students are invited to pick up their nametag with a Block O lapel pin from the tables at the west end of the Center Space.

COMMENCEMENT
Ohio Stadium opens at 10 a.m. and seating is on a first-come, first-served basis. Graduating students are required to line up for commencement at 11:15 a.m. Students are welcome to gather in Knowlton Hall and walk over as a group to line up.

Up-to-date information, including an inclement weather plan, is available at commencement.osu.edu.

KNOWLTON ALUMNI
Congratulations graduates, you are now alumni of the Knowlton School! As an alumnus of the school, you are automatically a member of the Knowlton Alumni Society. Contact Karin Gillund at gillund.3@osu.edu if you are interested in joining the Society Board of Governors, or if you would like to volunteer for an alumni-hosted event. Also be sure to join the Knowlton LinkedIn group to connect with alumni around the world.

Save-the-Date for your first Alumni Picnic on July 16, 2016 in Columbus.

KEEP US UPDATED
As you venture out to conquer the world, please keep us updated of your whereabouts and your accomplishments. We love to feature our alumni on the school website, and with a current email address on file, you will stay up-to-date on the lecture series, alumni events and other school news.

Visit knowlton.osu.edu/update to submit your information.

KNOWLTON SCHOOL COMMENCEMENT BREAKFAST MAY 8, 2016

9 a.m. BREAKFAST served in the Jury Space
9:30-10 a.m. WELCOME
Michael Cadwell, Knowlton School Director
Bhakti Bania, MArch ’01
Knowlton School Alumni Society Board President

REFLECTIONS by student representatives
Luke Dougal, MArch ’16
Katherine Pettee, BSLA ’16
Kalindi Parikh, BSCRP ’16

CLOSING REMARKS
10-11 a.m. SOCIALIZE
11:15 a.m. STUDENTS DUE AT ASSEMBLY SITE
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CONGRATULATIONS CLASS OF 2016

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ARCHITECTURE
Kevin Anderson
Kristen Autin
Lane Autry
Kristina Bertocchi
Meghan Blackson
Sam Brown
Andrew Browning
Sarah Clapper
Emily Clemons
David Conley
Michael Corbitt
Bryson Coy
David Cutrona
Jianan Dai
Ryan Detroit
Brandon Doherty
Rachael Dzierzak
Kayla Eland
Gabriel Ford
Samuel Fudala
Shiying Gan
Breanna Geiser
Justin Gurtz
Cameron Guthrie
Lizeth Gutierrez
George Hawks
Yang He
Hannah Hirzel
Haobo Hu
Alexander Jackson
Dominic Jannazo
Weizhen Jia
Melissa Jones
Vincent Kuns
Katie Lau
Skyla Leavitt
Nolan Leber
Chase Letizia
Shauna Lindsey
Calvin Luna
Alexis Mallett
Hannah McCarthy
Xiaoshuo Mei
Andrew Miller
Sarah Montague
Max Moore
Nathan Mosure
Jae Hyun Park
Josiah Poland
Bradley Reed
Michael Rennekamp
Lauren Reynolds
Bethany Roman
Claire Ronan
Alexandria Sandhu
Elise Schellin
Daniel Schiering
Jay Schlesinger
Nicholas Schweer
Anthony Selvaggio
Ian Sheets
Ellen Shirk
Stephen Stekel
Gabriel Strzepek
Wenli Sui
Zhixin Sun
Shangyu Tian
Steven Walker
Can Wang
Andrew Watson
Yidi Yang
Xuran Yuan
Zachary Zaworski

MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE
Alexander Argyris
Tyler Brozovich
James Carroll
Nickolas Castillo
Luke Dougal
Elizabeth Egan
Dina Elewad
Meredith Garda
Seyedeh Hashroodi
Robert Hintz
Zyi Jia
Michael Lee
Zachary McClurg
Alexi Nash
Benjamin Pacheco
Jimbod Robles
Sriram Ramakrishnan
Ryan Riordan
Jonathan Schaefer
Darren Spensiero
Brian Sweeney
Michael Zumpano

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
Joseph Abram
Katherine Beaton
Caitlin Brett
Alexandra Camoneschi
Mariel Fink
Austin Furnish
Kerry Gerich
Cassandra Giesken
Laura Handleton
Zachary Kapphahn
Joong Hyeon Lee
Nevin Lesnoski
Yifan Liu
Timothy McCready
Sean McNulty
Cody Meade
Katherine Pettee
Christa Radosavljevic
Dominique Raymond
Max Rosenthal
Hui Yuan

MASTER OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
Anastasia Betsch
Clinton Calhoun
Yuanyuan Huang
Lauren McCrystal
William Randall
Tameka Sims
John Wischmeyer
Nathan Shin
Jillian Son
Olivia Sullivan
Gregory Zuber

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING
Daniel Boberek
Jacob Boehk
Steven Bow
Donald Bowsher
Kevin Clark
Amanda Dias
Megan Flick
Nickalaus Frye
Amanda Giesige
Taylor Gruenwald
Ashley Hofmaster
William Hughen
Robert Jimison
Michael Kettler
Nicholas Kobernik
Ryan Laber
Abby Lawless
Elizabeth LeBuhn
Tori Luckenbach
Samantha Montalto
Jarian Ogden
Kalindi Parikh
Bethany Paulsen
Christopher Sandine
Zachary Sevenish
Rebecca Smith
Eunjee Son
Olivia Sullivan
Gregory Zuber

PHD IN CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING
Arin Blair
Michele Boni
Kevin Buettner
Michael Burris
Mariel Colman
Brandon Creagan
Shelley Denison
Kathrine Dodaro
Julia Elmer
Shannon Fergus
Gabriel Fler
Eric Gayetksy
Chloe Greene
Jessyca Hayes
Jonathan Heider
Patrick Holland
Pattarin Jarupan
Loudan Klein
Billynya Lyon
Nichole Martin
Evan Mulcahy
Emenhiser Nicholas
Audrey Porter
Marc Rostan
Paul Ryan
Nathan Shay
Jason Shender
Tengkun Song
Logan Stang
Sam Stouffer
Luis Teba
Nick Warren
Jordan Whisler
Conor Willis

SHARE YOUR DAY WITH #KNOWLTON2016